GW5-40.5/72.5/126/145 Outdoor HV Disconnect Switch
Summary

GW4 Frame dimension

GW5-40.5/7 2.5/126/145 outdoor high voltage disconnect switch is used to make

Direction to
estimate left
or right side
earth

or break high voltage circuit in rated voltage 40.5kV, 72.5kV, 126/145kV, AC
50/60Hz system. It is able to open and close small capacitance and inductive
current. This disconnect switch accords with standards: IEC62271-103
High voltage switches. GB1985: AC High voltage disconnect switch and ea rthing
switch and IEC60694 & GB/T11022: Common technical requirements of HV
switchgear and control equipment.

Ambient condition
1. Altitude:

1000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -40 ~+40
3. Wind speed:

34m/s;

4. Pollution degree:

120 (manual
installation dimension)

III;

5. Earthquake intensity:
6. Ice thickness:

;

8 degree;

10mm.

Model
G W 5-

/

Rated current

With earth
on right

Single earth, D

is double earth

Rated voltage
Design serial No.

GW4-126 DS Mounting Dimension

Outdoor
Disconnect switch

Structure feature
Disconnect switch is make up of three single phase, V type for each phase, symmetrical angle is 50 , disconnect switch is made

With earth
on left

630A/1250A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

1600A/2000A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

of pedestal, post insulator and electric part. For disconnector with earth switch, it also have male and female contact, blade,
drving parts and interlock plate. Main blade with CJ6 motor or CS17 ma nual oper ating mec hanism, earth blade can be matc h
with CS17 manual operating mechanism. There are different installation method contain obverse, side, diagonal and reversal,

1.CJ6B motor mechanism weight and output moment: 90kg/500N.M(main blade)
2.CS17 manual mechanism weight and operating force:15kg/ 200N.
2
3.Single phase windward acreage:0.5m
4.Barycenter height:600mm

Item
145kV with earth

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

etc. also it can be used for outdoor and indoor, the installation method can be according to the user’s requirement.

Technical specification

2500 1835 4000 1600 2500 1360

145kV without earth 2500 1835 4000 1600 2500 1360
126kV with earth

CS17

CS17 side view

Unit

126kV without earth 2000 1535 3000 1300 2000 1060

Rated voltage

kV

1700 1120 2400 1000 1700 760

Rated current

A

72.5kV with earth

CJ6B

Item

2000 1535 3000 1300 2000 1060

72.5kV without earth 1700 1120 2400 1000 1700 760

Rated peak withstand current

Data
40.5

72.5

126

630 1250

145

1600 2000

63 80 100
kA

Drawing 1

630
72.5 1250
GW4- 126
/ 1600 Outdoor
145 2000

4s short-time withstand current

HV disconnect switch

(main blade with CJ6B mechanism, earth blade with CS17 mechanism)

57

Rated short-time withstand time
Rated power frequency

25 31.5 40
s

3/4

Hz

50/60

58

Unit

1min power frequency
withstand voltage
Lightning impulse withstand
voltage(peak)

phase to earth
across open contacts
phase to earth

kV

across open contacts

Main loop resistance

630A
1250A
1600A
2000A
Main blade open contacts

mm
kg

Single phase weight
Mechanical steady operating times

Data
95

160

230

275

115

200

230+70

315

185

350

550

650

215

410

550+100

750

150

200

225

250

100

125

150

175

80

100

120

125

60

80

100

125

400

900

1050

1350

300

350

90

times

250

240 (switch
installation
dimension)

part
With earth
on right

3000

main blade

CJ6B or CS17

earth blade

CS17

Operating mechanism type

With earth
on left

300 (switch
installation
dimension)

Item

Galvanized
steel tube

Product feature
There are two supporting insulators fixuped on the pedestals respectively with the 50

inclinat ion, and the main components

include pedestals, supporting insulators, connection seat, contacts earthing blades, earthing fixed contact and so on. There are
three kinds of disconnect switch: without earthing, single-earthing and double-earthing. It be provided with mechanism linkage

630A/1250A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

1600A/2000A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

part blown-up scale:5:1

between principal axis and earthing blades and assistant switch, operating can be achieved by manual and motor.

Outline dimension

1.CJ6B motor mechanism weight and output moment: 90kg/500N.M(main blade)
2.CS17 manual mechanism weight and operating force:15kg/ 200N.
3.Single phase windward acreage:0.5m 2
4.Barycenter height:600mm

Direction to
estimate left
or right side
earth

CJ6B

CS17 side view

CS17
Item
145kV with earth

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

2500 4000 1820 1860 1840

145kV without earth 2500 4000 1820 1860
126kV with earth

2000 3000 1660 1680 1640

126kV without earth 2000 3000 1660 1680
72.5kV with earth

1700 2400 1290 1300 1215

72.5kV without earth 1700 2400 1290 1300
630

1250
Drawing 1 GW5-72.5
126 / 1600 Outdoor HV disconnect switch
2000

(main blade with CJ6B mechanism, earth blade with CS17 mechanism)

1.Switch 2.Vertical connection bar 3.CJ6B motor operating mechanism
4.Horizontal connection bar 5. Horizontal connection bar for earth switch
6.CS17 manual operating mechanism
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Unit

1min power frequency
withstand voltage
Lightning impulse withstand
voltage(peak)

phase to earth
across open contacts
phase to earth

kV

across open contacts

Main loop resistance

630A
1250A
1600A
2000A
Main blade open contacts

mm
kg

Single phase weight
Mechanical steady operating times

Data
95

160

230

275

115

200

230+70

315

185

350

550

650

215

410

550+100

750

150

200

225

250

100

125

150

175

80

100

120

125

60

80

100

125

400

900

1050

1350

300

350

90

times

250

240 (switch
installation
dimension)

part
With earth
on right

3000

main blade

CJ6B or CS17

earth blade

CS17

Operating mechanism type

With earth
on left

300 (switch
installation
dimension)

Item

Galvanized
steel tube

Product feature
There are two supporting insulators fixuped on the pedestals respectively with the 50

inclinat ion, and the main components

include pedestals, supporting insulators, connection seat, contacts earthing blades, earthing fixed contact and so on. There are
three kinds of disconnect switch: without earthing, single-earthing and double-earthing. It be provided with mechanism linkage

630A/1250A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

1600A/2000A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

part blown-up scale:5:1

between principal axis and earthing blades and assistant switch, operating can be achieved by manual and motor.

Outline dimension

1.CJ6B motor mechanism weight and output moment: 90kg/500N.M(main blade)
2.CS17 manual mechanism weight and operating force:15kg/ 200N.
3.Single phase windward acreage:0.5m 2
4.Barycenter height:600mm

Direction to
estimate left
or right side
earth

CJ6B

CS17 side view

CS17
Item
145kV with earth

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

2500 4000 1820 1860 1840

145kV without earth 2500 4000 1820 1860
126kV with earth

2000 3000 1660 1680 1640

126kV without earth 2000 3000 1660 1680
72.5kV with earth

1700 2400 1290 1300 1215

72.5kV without earth 1700 2400 1290 1300
630

1250
Drawing 1 GW5-72.5
126 / 1600 Outdoor HV disconnect switch
2000

(main blade with CJ6B mechanism, earth blade with CS17 mechanism)

1.Switch 2.Vertical connection bar 3.CJ6B motor operating mechanism
4.Horizontal connection bar 5. Horizontal connection bar for earth switch
6.CS17 manual operating mechanism
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GWHY1-27.5 Outdoor Disconnect
A Switch
Summary

GWHY1-27.5 outdoor disconnect switch is used to close and open 27.5kV
50/60Hz line system under with voltage and no load condition it accords with
standards of IEC62271-103: High voltage switches.

Ambient condition
1. Altitude:

1000m;

2. Ambient temperature: +50 ~-30 ;
3. Wind speed:

35m/s;

4. Earthquake intensity:

8 degree;

5. Air pollution: IV;
6. Ice thickness:

10mm;

7. Applicable occasions of normal type switch sho uld free from chemistry
aggradation, dust and other volatile & caustic thing.

Strcture feature
1. Disconnect switch consists of frame, operating insulating, static contact and operating mechanism.
2. There are two braces on each pole, electric blade installed on the top of each brace and the connection point of the two blad es
1.Switch 2.Vertical connection bar 3.CS17 manual operating mechanism
4.Horizontal connection bar 5.Horizontal connection bar for earth switch

is between the two braces. With the driving of operating mechanism, the two blades can rotate horizontally ninety degree to
close.
3. Long term mechanical life.
4. Soft copper conductor connect with electric plate and connection frame separately, this structure will reduce the connection
resistance.
5. Tinned soft copper take current can reduce the temperature rising, main contact finger with stainless steel spring, this can
make sure steady circulation and avoid spring rust and failure occurring.
6. Disconnect switch is single phase, three single-pole disconnect switches into a linkage thre e-pole swi tch th rough in terlink rod.

240 (switch
installation
dimension)

part

It can be matched with CS17

type manual mechanism or motor mechanism.

7. Reasonable structure, flexible operating, convenient installation, able to use by single pole or three pole, wide distance of
contact, safe and reliable insulating.

Galvanized
steel tube

Technical specification
Item

No.
630A/1250A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

1600A/2000A Connection
plate dimension (alum)

part blown-up scale:5:1

1.CS17 manual mechanism weight and operating
force:15kg/ 200N.
2.Single phase windward acreage:0.5m 2
3.Barycenter height:600mm
Item
145kV with earth

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

1

Rated voltage

Unit

Data

kV

27.5

2

Rated current

A

630

1250/1600

3

Rated short-time withstand current

kA

20

31.5

4

Rated peak withstand current

kA

5

1min P.F withstand voltage (dry)

kV

To earth:95

6

Rated lightning impulse withstand voltage

kV

To earth:185

50

80
across open contacts:115
across open contacts:215

2500 4000 1820 1860 1840

145kV without earth 2500 4000 1820 1860
126kV with earth

2000 3000 1660 1680 1640

126kV without earth 2000 3000 1660 1680

CS17

CS17 right side

72.5kV with earth

1700 2400 1290 1300 1215

72.5kV without earth 1700 2400 1290 1300
630

1250
Drawing 2 GW5-72.5
126 / 1600 Outdoor HV disconnect switch
2000

(main blade and earth blade both with CS17 mechanism)
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